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Abstract  Neotropical rainforests are global biodiversity hotspots and are challenging to restore. A core part of this challenge is the very long recovery trajectory of the system: recovery of structure can take 20–190 years, species composition 60–500 years, and reestablishment of rare/endemic species thousands of years. Passive recovery may be fraught with instances of arrested succession, disclimax or emergence of novel ecosystems. In these cases, active restoration methods are essential to speed recovery and set a desired restoration trajectory. Tree plantation is the most common active approach to reestablish a high density of native tree species and facilitate understory regeneration. While this approach may speed the successional trajectory, it may not achieve, and possibly inhibit, a long-term restoration trajectory towards the high species diversity characteristic of these forests. A range of nucleation techniques (e.g., tree island planting) are important restoration options: although they may not speed recovery of structure as quickly as plantations, their emphasis on natural regeneration processes may enable greater and more natural patterns of diversity to develop. While more work needs to be done to compare forest restoration techniques in different environmental contexts, it appears that nucleation and, at times, passive restoration may best preserve the diverse legacy of these forested systems (both with lower costs). An integrated approach using both plantation productivity
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but also the natural functions associated with nucleation may develop composition and diversity trajectory desired in Neotropical conservation efforts.
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**Introduction**

Deforestation continues to remain a threat in the Neotropics (Brook et al. 2006; Laurance et al. 2006; Asner et al. 2009; FAO 2010; Gibson et al. 2011). In the past, the focus of conservation has been protecting pristine and old-growth forests, however, efforts have increasingly focused on restoring degraded areas to increase the area of lands with high biodiversity value and ecosystem services (Díaz et al. 2006; Kaimowitz and Sheil 2007; Carpenter et al. 2009; Rey Benayas et al. 2009; Bullock et al. 2011; Suding 2011).

Neotropical forests have a notoriously variable rate of recovery: some stands recover structure rapidly and without human intervention within a couple of decades, but in other cases may take even centuries. On the other hand, to recover pre-disturbance species composition forests may take from one century up to thousands of years (Terborgh 1992; Bush and Colinvaux 1994; Pitman et al. 2005; Liebsch et al. 2008).

When forests undergo succession, their trajectories do not always follow deterministic pathways: site resilience and species performance interact with landscape and disturbance histories to dictate the successional trajectory of a forest plot (Pardini et al. 2010; Brudvig 2011; Chazdon 2012, 2014). Both stochastic and deterministic processes drive the composition of secondary forests (Dent et al. 2012). Stochastic processes such as chance dispersal can interact with deterministic processes including niche availability, local competition with early arriving species, and density dependent build-up of predators and pathogens, resulting in unpredictable changes in the species composition (Young et al. 2001, 2005; Suding and Hobbs 2009).

Practitioners are regularly faced with the challenging problem of quantifying resilience in a highly diversified forest system that operates on a so extended timescale (Chazdon 2008a; Prach and Hobbs 2008; Suding and Hobbs 2009; Holl and Aide 2011; Suding 2011; Elliott et al. 2013). When it has been determined that active restoration is necessary, the next challenge is to select a cost-effective restoration approach. The goal of active restoration should be to push the system over a particular threshold and reinitiate “autogenic recovery” (King and Hobbs 2006), fundamental to reinforce feedbacks and reestablish critical functional groups (Clewell and McDonald 2009). Spatial and temporal pattern of active interventions will influence the course of community trajectories (Palmer et al. 1997).

Although human interventions might be able to drive forest community assembly to reach the looked-for endpoint (Stanturf et al. 2014), we argue that a greater understanding of the time scales associated with recovery stages of—(1) structure; (2) species diversity; and (3) rare and endemic species composition—is critical to restoration techniques decision making. Regarding to what legacy of restored forests do we want to leave for the next generations, we compare passive, plantation and applied nucleation approaches, when an important question emerge: How trajectories imposed by active methods could affect the endpoint of restoration projects in Neotropical forests?
How long does it take to restore Neotropical moist, rain and wet forests through passive restoration?

Revoking agriculture or cattle farming in deforested areas in the tropics has revealed the inherent capacity of these systems to naturally recover and highlights the importance of considering passive restoration in management plans (Clewell and McDonald 2009; Holl and Aide 2011). However, tropical forest natural regeneration can be stalled if the system has crossed an ecological threshold resulting in a new stable, degraded state (Lamb et al. 2005) and in highly degraded landscapes passive restoration may not occur at all (Chazdon 2013).

The rate of recovery of Neotropical forests varies greatly, and there are stories of both successes (Arroyo-Mora et al. 2005) and failures using passive restoration to restore both composition and structure (Uhl et al. 1988; Letcher and Chazdon 2009; Holl and Aide 2011). Norden et al. (2009) showed in a Costa Rica chronosequence study that secondary forests were undergoing reassembly of canopy tree composition through the successful recruitment of seedlings, saplings, and young trees of mature forest species. The sites had a high abundance of generalist species from the regional flora, high levels of seed dispersal, and the presence of near-by old-growth forest remnants. In these situations plant species richness quickly increased within the first few decades, especially for species with smaller-sized stems (Guariguata and Ostertag 2001; Norden et al. 2009), and later there was a clear convergence with mature forest community composition, supporting an equilibrium model of succession (Norden et al. 2009). However, some degraded tropical ecosystems may remain in a state of arrested forest succession (Sim et al. 1992; Chapman and Chapman 1999; Hooper et al. 2005; Goldsmith et al. 2011; Ortega-Pieck et al. 2011; Chazdon 2014). Under high disturbance conditions, as mining areas, for example, where soil removal, compaction or degradation has occurred, a site may never return to a state similar to original conditions (Gómez-Pompa et al. 1972; Uhl et al. 1988; Martínez-Garza and Howe 2003; Chazdon 2008b) but instead cross a threshold into a disclimax or emerge as a novel ecosystem (Hobbs 2006). Degraded grasslands and aquatic ecosystems can reassemble to alternative stable states as a result of threshold crossing regime shifts (Hobbs and Norton 1996; Suding et al. 2004; Suding and Hobbs 2009), and these same theories should be applied when assessing tropical forest space and time recovery in addition to succession theory (Young et al. 2001).

Because of both site-specific factors and dispersal-driven effects, it is difficult to predict the timescales of successional trajectories in secondary tropical forests (Guariguata and Ostertag 2001; Potts et al. 2002). Some commoner species relative abundance can be predict (Potts et al. 2002), but the rate of recovery varies greatly for sites, as the number of species becoming structurally important over this time can vary (Letcher and Chazdon 2009). Biomass in moist and wet Neotropical abandoned pastures can converge with that of old-growth forests in 20–30 years, but to reach species richness and composition comparable to the original forest, may take at least 80 years (Brown and Lugo 1990; Pascarella et al. 2000; Marín-Spiotta et al. 2007; Letcher and Chazdon 2009; Norden et al. 2009). Aide et al. (2000) reported that a 40 year interval is necessary for recovery of mature tropical forest structure and richness in abandoned pastures of Puerto Rico, but more than 60 years to reach similar species composition to the original forest. In Southern Brazilian Atlantic forests, even though diversity increased after 15–30 years (up to 95 woody species ha$^{-1}$), only a small number of species become structurally important over this time, suggesting that these communities will need many more decades to recover their
original structure (Siminski et al. 2011). Klein (1980) estimated more than 90 years to recover the climax diversity and Suganuma and Durigan (2015) projected up to 270 years to recover the proportion of slow growth tree individuals of these ecosystems in Brazil. Chazdon (2014) overview predicted 100–180 years depending on soil quality. Saldarriaga et al. (1988) estimated 190 years for a previously cultivated site to reach mature tropical forest basal area and biomass values. Still other studies suggest longer successional time frames are necessary. Depending on the soil degradation and other disturbances, recovery of pre-disturbance structure and original species composition could take 100–500 years (Uhl et al. 1988; Corlett 1995; Chazdon 2003; Liebsch et al. 2008; Dent et al. 2012; Suganuma and Durigan 2015). In Guatemala, areas of tropical rainforests cleared by the Maya and abandoned 1200 years ago still have anomalously low plant diversity (Terborgh 1992).

Evaluating the success of natural regeneration based on diversity alone can be misleading (Corlett 1995). Firstly, in some of these studies the high plant diversities recorded reflect the presence of long-lived pioneer species, which are normally absent in the primary forest, instead of the presence of rare primary forest species. Second, reports of high secondary forest species richness frequently refer to small plot sizes (typically <0.5 ha). The relative uniformity of secondary forests and the small size of regional pioneer floras mean that species-area curves rise more slowly and reach a plateau more quickly than in primary, undisturbed forests, where larger plots could present much higher richness (Schilling and Batista 2008).

Different types of tropical forest species recover at vastly different rates. In a secondary Southern Brazilian Atlantic Forest, sites cleared after slash-and-burn, pastures or agriculture, Liebsch et al. (2008) estimated 65 years to recover the proportion of animal-dispersed species (80 % of the species), 157 years to reestablish the proportion of non-pioneer species (90 % of the species) and 167 years for restitute understorey species (50 % of the species; especially Rubiaceae and Myrtaceae). These authors verified an increasing number of animal dispersed, non-pioneer and understorey species with time after disturbances. However, they estimated 1–4 thousand years to reach original endemism levels (40 % of the species occur just in Atlantic forests), consisting of several rare species (i.e., with one or less than one individual per hectare). This rarity generally encompasses 30–50 % of the tree species in tropical forests (Lepsch-Cunha et al. 2001). Thomas et al. (2008) recorded that 39 % of species were represented by only one individual in Brazilian Atlantic tropical forest in a one hectare plot. But in the Peruvian Amazon, 63 % of tree species were represented by a single individual and 85 % represented by less than two individuals (>10 cm dbh) per hectare (Gentry 1988). Remarkably, 55 % of tropical tree species that are likely to support highly vulnerable functions are rare (Mouillot et al. 2013).

An understanding of the magnitude of Neotropical floristic diversity is essential to establish a reference for restoration projects. In the Neotropics the number of tree species (~22,500) is about 1.6 and 3.5 times higher than in Asian and African tropics, respectively (Fine et al. 2008). Finally, including plant life forms other than trees in assessments substantially increases diversity in Neotropical forests. For example, in the moist and wet forests of Costa Rica, Ecuador and Panama, trees (including large shrubs) comprise only 31–35 % of the plant species registered in complete florulae (Gentry and Dodson 1987). In these forests, 33–36 % of the species are herbs (including subshrubs), 16–20 % climbers, 11–22 % epiphytes and 1 % parasites. This high diversity of species and life forms of Neotropical forests must be taken into consideration when determining restoration goals.
Tree plantations: a critic view

The most popular active restoration approach in tropical forests is definitely the establishment of plantations in order to establish a canopy covers and catalyze native forest succession (Lugo 1992; Guariguata et al. 1995; Parrotta et al. 1997; Wunderle 1997; Holl et al. 2000; Montagnini 2001; Carnevale and Montagnini 2002; Chazdon 2003; Cusack and Montagnini 2004; Lamb 2011; Elliott et al. 2013). High-diversity plantations create greater heterogeneity of habitats for animals and microsites for germination and plant recruitment, facilitate reproduction with conspecific remnant trees and reduce the synchronicity of canopy death (Carnevale and Montagnini 2002; Chazdon 2008a; Rodrigues et al. 2009, 2011).

The number of species used in high diversity plantations varies greatly. Holl et al. (2013) used only four species (two fast-growing and N-fixing species and two long-lived species) to facilitate recovery rather than try to plant several of the original species. Lamb (2011), using the “framework species method” and Chazdon (2012) suggested 20–30 species as the reference number; but Lamb (2011), in the “method of maximum diversity” recommended 80–100 species for highly degraded landscapes. Rodrigues et al. (2009) considered the planting of less than 30–50 species as insufficient for Brazilian forests and recommended the use of 85–110 species (“filling and diversity species method”). There is no “one size fits all” number of species for tropical forest restoration; instead, such a number should be determined according to the landscape, local conditions and potential restoration logistics (Durigan et al. 2010). Moreover, tropical forest restoration may be governed more by the diversity of functional groups (e.g., nitrogen fixers, slow- and fast-growing, canopy architecture and fauna attracting) than simply the number of tree species used in a plantation (Lamb et al. 2005; Young et al. 2005). Planting a higher diversity of trees species does not necessarily lead to higher diversity of regenerating trees in the understory (Butler et al. 2008; Chazdon 2014). Overall, a reference number of tree species that should be reintroduced in large-scale high diversity plantations with a goal of restoring the original biodiversity requires further studies using cost-benefit analysis (Rodrigues et al. 2009).

Reintroducing endangered species may be reasonable, although this approach still needs further study regarding specific population genetic considerations (McKay et al. 2005), and is generally not feasible in most restoration projects (Durigan et al. 2010). When practitioners restoring at large scales use seedlings from non-locally collected seed, the result may be higher diversity of unsuitable species, seedling mortality and endogamy, or even “genetic pollution” (McKay et al. 2005).

Restorations by plantations result in a standard trajectory, predictable for most attributes of structure, richness, and functional guilds, but floristic composition is not predictable (Suganuma and Durigan 2015). Most practitioners consider planting high density of trees in total area a tried-and-true method, but plantations can also be expensive and ecologically insufficient in many environmental contexts (Murcia 1997; Souza and Batista 2004; Sampaio et al. 2007; Rey Benayas et al. 2008) since they still relies on natural processes, for example, the recovery of pollinators (Dixon 2009), seed dispersers, consumers and mycorrhizae (Ruiz-Jaen and Aide 2005; Brudvig 2011; Morrison and Lindell 2012). More than creating vegetative cover, the success of habitat restoration depends on the arrival of these wildlife colonists (Wunderle 1997; Scott et al. 2001; Bowen et al. 2007; Pinotti et al. 2012; Chazdon 2014; Peña-Domene et al. 2014).
When used unnecessarily or inappropriately, plantations on a large scale can actually hinder the recovery processes or redirect it to a state quite different from the previous forest (Holl 2012). Some managers rely on tactics that can rapidly transform the structural components of tropical degraded forests, providing an ephemeral “quick fix” (King and Hobbs 2006) in two or three years, dismissing the necessity for gradual recovery of ecological processes vital to forest structure. As a result, many projects aim toward achieving short-term goals, which may unintentionally inhibit long-term ecosystem restoration (Holl and Cairns 2002). This is especially common for large-scale projects in the Neotropics for which a baseline environmental diagnosis is lacking or, as a result of intentional efforts to increase the profit margin with higher silvicultural inputs and services. Although passive restoration is cheaper and may achieve higher quality restoration than plantings in many cases, “it does not fit an industrial model of production and does not provide corporate profits” (Chazdon 2014, p. 310). Under such policies, it is common to implement expensive “overrestoration” projects, as named by Clewell and McDonald (2009) (Fig. 1).

Plantations still have complex implications that are not well understood for the structure and composition of future forests, landscape, fauna, and genetic diversity (Chazdon 2003, 2014). The high densities of particular tree species in plantation restorations can increase secondary forest productivity but may also slow ecosystem recovery by having too strong influence on successional trajectories (Guariguata and Ostertag 2001; Holl 2007; Holl and Aide 2011). According to Chazdon (2003, 2008a), when millions of seedlings are planted, usually the selection process involves human decision making rather than an evolutionary process. In fact, the issue of whether plantations should be considered a type of tropical forest is contentious (Putz and Redford 2010), and given these limitations, there is a considerable need for more research and new restoration approaches.

**Nucleation: a new approach**

Tropical forest regeneration in abandoned pastures frequently follows a nucleation model of succession starting around “key microsites” that facilitate wood species recruitment foci that spread and coalesce (Peterson and Carson 2008; Chazdon 2014). The usage of nucleation approach was born from field observations where remnant trees acted as “nurse plants” facilitating a sphere of regeneration over time (Reis et al. 2003; Schlawin and Zahawi 2008; Chazdon 2014). In a review of system patchiness, it was determined that “scattered trees” act as keystone structures capable of increased landscape connectivity and function as restoration nuclei (Manning et al. 2006). *Araucaria* pine trees that establish in Brazilian grasslands can attract bird species known to disperse seeds of forest species (Duarte et al. 2006). Slocum (2001) described similar patterns with the formation of “tree islands” in abandoned pastures from “focal trees” in Costa Rica. Nepstad et al. (1991) noticed that scattered trees, after clearing in Amazonian forest, generated “tree islands” that expand and coalesce over time, as has Janzen (1988) in Costa Rican pastures. Additionally in Costa Rica, the “matrix discontinuity hypothesis” confirmed that rotting logs and steep slopes microsites significantly enhance nucleation (Peterson et al. 2014).

The use of nuclei patches as nurse patches to facilitate restoration has been around since the early 1990s. In 1988, Janzen suggested a “vertebrate-generated forest initiation” through the planting of “nuclear trees”. Nepstad et al. (1991) proposed the planting of “catalyzing trees” or “island-forming trees” in short intervals leading to forest fragments.
In 1997, Wunderle suggested the use of “archipelagos” of small restoration patches or “islands” less than 50 m across scattered within dominant open degraded areas to reduce isolation and promote adequate seed rain. Other authors recommended plantings in “clumps” or “tree islands” to promote spatial heterogeneity, alter soil and microclimate, trap wind-dispersed seeds and serve as perches and cover for disperser animals (Harrington 1999; Robinson and Handel 2000; Zahawi and Augspurger 2006). Rey Benayas et al. (2008) proposed the densely-planted “woodland islets” (tens to hundreds of m$^2$), well-spaced (tens to hundreds of m$^2$ apart) occupying 1% of a field, to increase heterogeneity and biodiversity using an intermediate degree—between passive restoration and plantations—of intervention and consequently costs.

Recently, the nucleation theory (Yarranton and Morrison 1974) has been applied in different Neotropical forests specially in Brazil and Costa Rica (Boanares and Azevedo 2014), but specifics of methods and justifications differ among these countries. In Brazil, the named “nucleation techniques” take an integrated approach that combine several techniques, including artificial shelters for fauna, artificial perches, seed bank and seed rain sod block nuclei, ground-covering shrub/herbaceous nuclei, and the planting of native trees and bromeliads in dense nuclei (Reis et al. 2003, 2010; Vogel et al. 2015, 2016). Multiple techniques are then applied together in several small nuclei (1–12 m$^2$), which can be applied randomly or in mowed systematic strips in the middle of pastures on large scale (Vogel et al. 2015), producing key microsites that occupies 10–33.3% of the restoration area (Fig. 2). These nucleation techniques have been recommended and applied by managers, scientists, governmental agencies and forestry companies of Brazil (Ivanauskas et al. 2007; Wuethrich 2007; Rodrigues et al. 2009; Brancalion et al. 2010; Vogel et al. 2015); however, large-scale and long-term data are still needed to evaluate their effectiveness.

In Costa Rica, “islands” of greater size and distance apart have been tested experimentally, where patches of “plantation islands” with 50–100 m$^2$ are spaced about 8 m apart and occupy 20% of the total restoration area (Fink et al. 2009; Cole et al. 2010; Celentano et al. 2011; Holl et al. 2011, 2013; Zahawi et al. 2013). This technique was
previously tested in Honduras (Zahawi and Augspurger 2006) and recently reviewed and named “applied nucleation” by Corbin and Holl (2012). Although plantations foster greater bird abundance and compositional similarity to old-growth forest than applied nucleation designs (Reid et al. 2014; Vogel et al. 2015), Vogel et al. (2015) showed that Brazilian nucleation techniques facilitated exclusive species with higher richness and abundance (in disagree with Reid et al. 2014). Overall, it is argued that applied nucleation facilitates pollinator visitation and tree recruitment to a similar degree as plantations, but with lower costs (Holl et al. 2013; Lindell and Thurston 2013; Zahawi et al. 2013).

The nucleation approach may assist the natural assembly processes which should govern recovery (Corbin and Holl 2012; Holl et al. 2013; Reis et al. 2010). According to Bechara et al. (2007) Brazilian nucleation techniques were around 30 % cheaper than

---

Fig. 2 Brazilian nucleation techniques use the establishment of restoration nuclei of different sizes (represented by central circular areas) within a degraded area (square) aimed to increase heterogeneity of sites that may interact, irradiate and coalesce along the time. Nucleus types include: 1 Topsoil seed bank (plus litter and edaphic fauna) from closest natural remnants. 2 Seed rain translocation from closet natural remnants: seed traps collect propagules that introduce several life forms. 3 Artificial perches. 4 Cover crop: use of annual legume nodulation plants. 5 Terrestrial tank epiphytes islets. 6 Artificial shelters for animals. 7 Trees islets: planting pioneer trees nuclei that provide shade to central non-pioneer plants.
plantations, in the same Neotropical site conditions. Anyway, it’s a fact that nucleation is gaining momentum as a promising approach to high biodiversity restoration because it is cheaper than establishing tree plantations (Chazdon 2014).

**Methods comparison**

Various “If you build it, they will come” approaches have failed to support desired assemblies (Brudvig 2011). Clewell and McDonald (2009) stated “ecological restoration is not analogous to civil engineering, where all materials are assembled and all processes are controlled from start to finish”. Technical reclamation, based on engineering and mechanical approaches, can produce monotonous, uniform stands, where structural and functional diversity is reduced compared to passively restored sites (Sampaio et al. 2007; Prach and Hobbs 2008). Needless interventions overwhelm an ecosystem’s inherent recovery capacity, deflecting the successional trajectory toward an undesirable altered state or even a “synthetic ecosystem”, comprising conditions and combinations of organisms that never before existed (Odum 1962).

In comparison to larger-scale plantations, some authors hypothesize that nucleation requires more time to reach a desired endpoint, but produces an intermediate “natural” restoration by allowing natural succession processes to dominate the recovery process (Reis et al. 2010; Corbin and Holl 2012; Holl et al. 2013), as we illustrated in Fig. 3.

Comparing diversity outcomes with the various restoration models in a long-term basis in different ecosystems is still a research gap. There are very few controlled experiments with sufficient replication comparing plantation, nucleation and passive restoration. The majority of studies have evaluated the successes of plantations without comparison to other methods in the same site conditions. There is also a lack of studies comparing low and high diversity plantings in the same space and time. In addition, the Brazilian nucleation

![Fig. 3 Hypothetical model comparing different technologies to restore tropical forests. “Level of biodiversity recovery” refers to a return similar or close to the original old-growth forest structure and composition attributes. In highly degraded landscapes and sites (a), where passive restoration would fail to recover a forest, plantations provide recovery of the ecosystem, but nucleation may produce reassembly resulting in forest is more similar to original structure and composition in the long-term. In sites with high regeneration capacity (b), plantations would speed the recovery (especially in its understory), but could alter the natural succession trajectory, resulting in lower overall system natural recovery. In the same scenario, nucleation and passive restoration in the long term would result in higher system recovery. Under passive restoration, system recovery may take longer; therefore, the better choice for a practitioner will depend on project goals and budget](image-url)
techniques still have no experimental data published in international scientific magazines, although these techniques are already well-known in the national academic circles, laws and commercial fields. Applied nucleation studies have not been evaluated in different ecosystems, and may be less effective in temperate ecosystems where seed dispersal by vertebrates is less important than in tropical ecosystems.

The oldest controlled research plantations for biodiversity restoration in Neotropical forests are now about 30 year-old, and are still far from the 60–100 years that is necessary to reestablish pre-disturbance species composition. Nucleation experiments are much younger, and on average only 5–10 years-old. While we cannot wait for long-term results to begin restoration, government and international institutions should plan to establish permanent demonstration projects that can be used to compare techniques long-term in the diverse ecosystems of tropical countries.

Conclusion

Nucleation presents an intermediate level between passive and plantation methods, considering inputs, costs and divergence with natural processes; but also in recovery speed, predictability and resistance. While the choice of restoration method will depend on site characteristics and project goals, we suggest considering both plantation and lower costs nucleation strategies. An integrated approach, e.g., islands of nucleation inside a plantation, or vice versa, to have both high and rapid plantation productivity but also the natural functions associated with nucleation would increase the likelihood of developing the composition and diversity trajectory most widely desired in Neotropical conservation efforts.
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